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enables real Doc-M compliance.
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Movana – the story

Engineered safety – in style.

Latch-and-lock handle

LED occupancy indicator

Premium concealed hinges

Emergency access in 8 seconds

When you first see a Movana cubicle, safety is not what strikes
you. The LED occupancy indicators outside and the full-length
locking handle inside are probably what will. 

But if someone collapses against the inside of the door, that’s
when the safety features come to the fore. Outward opening
access, from outside, within eight seconds.

Now that truly is a first of its kind.

Movana is the result of many hours in product
development, focused on enabling full compliance with
Doc-M guidance while maintaining perfect style in the
washroom. 

Doc-M 5.4 Sanitary accommodation will satisfy
Requirement M1 or M3 if:

WC compartment doors… have an emergency release
mechanism so that they are capable of being opened
outwards, from the outside, in case of emergency.

Until now, with full-height, flush fronted cubicles,
compliance with Doc-M has required ‘sacrificial access’ –
force your way in, or attempt to lift the heavy 
full-height door off its hinges. This not only delays
access to an unwell occupant, but risks injuring them in
the process. 

We set ourselves to create a cubicle system that not 
only raised the bar in design style, but that truly 
provided the safety that Doc-M intends.

Full-height and made to measure with 44mm thick hardwood lipped
doors and 32mm thick division panels in a wide range of finishes.

The occupancy indicator is tastefully styled in brushed stainless steel,
and flashes red when the cubicle is occupied, providing a striking
dimension to the washroom.

A full-length vertical handle in stainless steel effect aluminium adds a
unique touch of class within the Movana cubicle, providing greater ease
of use and foot operation if users prefer.

In an emergency, the occupancy indicator is twisted anti-clockwise out
of the door with a coin and used to pull a cord that disengages the 
door stop and allows the door to swing outwards.

The concealed fall-to-close hinges maintain a completely uninterrupted
surface to both sides of the door and have an integral soft-close device
to enhance the washroom experience.

Movana: key features


